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Instrument for Pre-Accession assistance

for pre-accession 
assistance under 
the new MFF

14.5€
billion

Substantial 
Increase compared 
to the current MFF 
(from €12.799)

change vs. 2014-2020 
(in current prices)

Pre-accession assistance (FRIT included) +13%*

Pre-accession assistance (FRIT excluded) +27%**

* -1% in 2018 prices
** +11% in 2018 prices
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IPA III specific objectives
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Negotiations state of play
• Council: Partial General Approach approved in 
GAC on 19 March 2019
• EP: First reading of the EP adopted on 27 March 
2019
Both EP and Council supportive of the Instrument and of the new 
programming approach (also insisting in defining fair-share as a balanced
distribution of funding)

• 1st political trilogue held on 12 Dec. 2019
• Technical trilogues: on going
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IPA Programming Framework
Developed by the Commission (consultation with NIPACs) 
Prepared for 2021-2027 – can be reviewed

Contains the overarching policy framework, the overview of 
IPA III Programming Process, and where relevant, preferred 

financing and implementation methods
Strategic Objectives, Key Priorities for IPA III Support,

Indicators, Assumptions and Risks, Indicative Allocations

Actions proposed by partners should contribute to the 
achievement of these objectives

5 Windows, WINDOW 4 – COMPETITIVENESS AND INCLUSIVE 
GROWTH

+ Thematic priorities (Thematic Priority 3: Agriculture and 
rural development)
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IPA Strategic responses
Strategic documents by each IPA III beneficiary 

I. Strategic overview

• Outlining how the beneficiaries’ overall policies and sectoral 

strategies will contribute to the objectives of the IPA III 

Programming Framework

II. Priorities and actions per Window

• Including a description of how IPA III funding opportunities are 

planned to be used over three0 four programming years, in each 

window, per thematic priority



Key messages – IPA III
• No major changes in the programming exercise from a
beneficiary’s perspective

• IPA III will ensure a stronger performance-based approach,
supporting those who commit to do more and faster while at
the same time guaranteeing that no one is left behind

• More focus on relevance and maturity at the Commission
selection stage, with the aim of ensuring stronger linkages
with reform agendas as well as accelerating implementation
and reducing backlog

• NIPACs invited to submit by end of June 2020 Action Fiches
and actions proposed for funding for programming 2021 and,
to the extent possible, for programming 2022 8



Key messages – IPARD III
• Start updating your sector analyses or draft new ones and initiate

preparatory works for the development of the ex ante evaluation
• Start preparing IPARD III programmes not later than in the second

half of 2020
• Mature versions of the programmes, after consultation with

relevant stakeholders and ex-ante evaluations, should be ready for
discussions with the desk officers sometime in the spring 2021

• Final versions should be submitted to the Commission for adoption
in early September 2021

• Programme adoption from the moment when we receive the final
version may take around two months

• IPARD III programmes should be adopted by the Commission’s
decision by November 2021

• Commit funds in the budget by the end of 2021 9



IPARD III – main steps
• Guidelines on sector analyses sent
• We hope for “roll-over” of entrusted measures
• First exchange on IPARD measures last year
• Our unit is working on the four main measures:
• Investments in farms
• Investments in processing
• Diversification
• Technical assistance

• Next – other measures, timing – depends?
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IPARD III – drafting programmes
• Take into consideration changes in the sector +
new policy developments
• In the EU, in support to agriculture and rural
development - increasing emphasis on
environmental and social aspects, food safety,
leveraging EU funds
• Food security and food safety first, then
improving sustainability of food systems
• EU Green Deal (Farm 2 Fork, Biodiversity
Strategy), Green Agenda for the Western Balkans
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Thank you
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